
ANIMAL ESSENCES 
 

 These unique essences are made by the gifted Chiron channel Jan Thomas, and are 

 formulated especially for use with all animals. There are five essences in the set: 

  

       - Birthing Essence 

       - Internal Parasites Essence 

       - External Parasites Essence 

       - Wounds Essence 

       - Pick Me Up Essence 

 

Normal dosage when using the essences: 

1 drop on the *Feeling Centre morning and night, OR 

3 drops in the drinking water, OR 

3 drops in the bathing water, OR 

7 drops externally across the back of the neck, like a collar, to reach all parts of the animal’s energy pattern 

quickly. 

 

With all of the Animal Essences you cannot overdose, so use them freely as often as required. 

 

BIRTHING ESSENCE 

 

This essence draws much of its healing energy directly from Gaia (Earth) and also from the ‘Essence of the 

Lady’s Spring’ (Chalybeate Essence - one of the Essences of the Ancient Civilizations®). It is also etherically 

woven with silver, because it comes from the Life Force itself. 

 

• It can be ingested at any time during the birth. 

• Can be given before the birth if it appears there may be trouble coming. 

• Wonderful for after birth, especially if the placenta is retained. 

 

INTERNAL PARASITES ESSENCE 
 

This essence comes from ancient times, and an ancient world, but not from any ancient civilization in particular. 

The vibration for this essence comes from ‘Ragnell’s Well’ (see “The Essences of the Ancient Civilizations” by 

Jan Thomas) so that the ancient knowledge of the Animal Kingdom can be used as well as it’s healing energy. 

 

• It is used for internal parasites and can be used as often as necessary. 

• It can be ingested, however if the animal is too ill, place one drop in the *Feeling Centre, and it will 

spread throughout the energy pattern. 

 

WOUNDS ESSENCE 
 

Whenever an animal is hurt or wounded, or has surgery, this is the essence to use. 

It works not only to keep the animal calm through the first shock of the wounding, but also to help stop bleeding, 

especially if used with the **Quelling method as well. 

It will work with older scars and wounds, and it is great to help infections in the body. 

 

• Use 1 drop ingested. 

• Use 3 drops on the fingers and rub AROUND the wound (never ON an open wound) so the energy can 

work from the outside in. 

• Use 3 drops in the drinking water for follow up care. 

 

Always remember after wounding, to repair the torn or damaged lines of energy so that the wound will knit 

straight. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

*Feeling Centre - chest or stomach area, between the 4 legs in a 4-legged animal. 

**Quelling method - a method of arresting bleeding in the etheric pattern, taught in Chiron Healing(R) seminars. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

EXTERNAL PARASITES ESSENCE 

 

This essence is used for external parasites, and can be used as often as required.  

 

• It slows down movement of energy throughout the animal’s etheric pattern while the poison is 

moved through (e.g. in tick bite). 

• The temperature may then rise to burn out the ‘dross’. 

• It helps bring calmness and peace to the animal, and holds the nerves steady, especially when shock 

sets in. 

 

For maximum benefit - Place 7 drops of External Parasites Essence across the back of the neck (like a       

collar). The essence will then connect to all of the 7 energy triangles throughout the pattern (as taught in 

Chiron Healing(R) seminars). No need to be concerned about the Top and Bottom Triangles, as they are 

already connected to Source.  

 

This essence will not save all, but it will ease all, and help many to recover quickly.  

 

 

PICK ME UP ESSENCE (P.M.U.) 

 

For all animals who have lost their ‘spark’. This essence is also one of the Gaian essences, for who better 

than Gaia to help her own? 

 

• Lethargic 

• Out of sorts 

• Loss of appetite 

 

It can be used on any animal, either one drop on the Feeling Centre, or 3 drops in the animal’s drinking or 

bathing water. 

 

Like the other essences, P.M.U. can be used as often as you like. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Animal Essences are available individually in 10ml or 25ml bottles, or in a set of the 5 essences from: 

 

  Chariclo Pty. Ltd. 

  1002 Lydiard Street North 

  Ballarat  Victoria  3350 

  Australia 

  Ph / Fax: + 61 + 3 5333 1484 

  E-mail:  sales@chariclo.com 

  Web: www.chariclo.com 


